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SECTION-A

l. Write briefly :

(a) Define periodic function. Give an example of a function which is notperiodic.

write the sufficient conditions for the existence of Laplace transform.
Find the Laplace transform of cos (a/).

Obtain a partiai differential equation that

equation and give an exarnple of a partial
linear.

for a function of complex variable to be

(b)

(c)

(d)
z : (J - a)2 + O - F)2.

(e) Define linear partial clifferential
differential equation which is not

(f) Write the sufficient conditions
analr,tic.

(g) Ga'ss elimination method is used to solve which equations,/
(h) write the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to solve initial value problemsof ordinary differential equations.

(t The number of emergency admissions each day to a hospital is found tohave Poisson distribution with mean 4. Find the probabil ity that on aparticular day there will be no emergency admissions.

0) Write one application of F_distribution.
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i;o,,ri'ier cosinc serie s of tlre firnction

0<x<2 ,

2<x14 .
. rQ)=

Tr.vo players A and B play
the ratio 3 : 2 respectively.
four games played.

7. If f(z) : u + iv is an analytic
u+v : (x *y ) (2_4xy+
analytic functionf e).

f t
l a  .

1
14,

J . State and prove linearity property of Laplace
Laplace fransform of sinh(3r) and cosh(4r).

4. solve :  (x2 -  yz)p + (y2 -  zx)q:  12 _ x! , rvhere p:  g;q .g
0x '  '  3 r . '' J

tennis games. Their chances of uinning a game are inFind A's chance of winning at least two games out of

6' Trvo random samples of sizes 9 and,7 gavethe sum of squarcs of'de,viations fromtheir respective means as 175 and g5 respectively. can r 'ey be regarcled asdrawn from normal populations with the same variance ?

SECTION.C

function of z: x + iy and,
x2 + y2), then find u, v and the corresponding

transform rrnd usc it  to f ind the

5.

8. F-ind the solution of the system of equations
45x1+2x2+3x3-5g

3x1 *  22x2 +  2x3 :  47
5x1 * x2 *  2ear:  g7

correct to three decimar places using the Gauss_Seidel iteration method.

9. Solve the init ial value problem 
# 

= _2*yr;y(0): I with rhe step size h:0.2
on the interval [0' 0'6] using the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The
exact solution of the problem isy(x): 

,.;. 
Find the absorute errors at each

srep.
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